COVID-19 Daily Update
1 p.m., Oct. 16, 2020

Current Situation Overview – Douglas County
Total Cases: 2,689 (2,364 Inactive/Past Infectious Period)
Current Active Cases: 325
Cases Added to Total: 8 (since Thursday report)
Added to Inactive: 19 (since Thursday)
Deaths: 15 (1 added)
Travel-Related Cases: 153
Local Transmission: 737
Contact of Positive Case: 1,055
Probable Case: 3
Transmission TBD: 741

Number of People in Douglas County Tested During Outbreak: 32,174 (KDHE testing map)

KU COVID-19 Dashboard Data
Number of People in Douglas County Tested During Outbreak: 32,174 (KDHE testing map)

More Information at LDCHealth.org and douglascountyks.org/coronavirus

- Beginning this week, the moving average graph does not include the most recent three days to allow lab results for those dates to be completed and ensure a more accurate calculation of the moving average for these data points.
- Dr. Jennifer Schrimsher, infectious disease specialist at LMH Health, in this video discusses encouraging trends in Douglas County data recently and says residents can help keep it up by masking up, spreading out and taking other precautions moving forward.